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accepting good and evil as  valid  distinctions, as
something other than pleasure and pain?
In making this choice between two opposite
views we can, I submit, derive some guidance from
reason applied to experience. This at least is plain,
for all practical purposes, that if everyone acted
on the theory that right is no better than wrong all
human affairs would fall into chaos. If pleasure, not
duty, is the end and object of life, then pleasure
itself is unattainable. If everyone, on the other hand,
acted on the theory that right and wrong are valid
distinctions, and that all conduct must be governed
by a sense of duty, a state of society would be
reached in which happiness would be raised to the
highest possible level. If men were to act as though
pleasure alone were the sole motive of conduct,
society would cease to exist. Human beings would
revert to the level of brutes, with this difference, that
reason would give the strong a greater power than
that of the brutes of inflicting misery on the weak.
It would also expose the weak to suffering more
poignant than beasts endure. Human beings would
end by destroying each other and cease to exist.
If all men could act at all times as though their sense
of duty were paramount, society would cease to
depend on restrictions. Freedom would develop to
an ever-increasing degree. And with freedom men
would acquire an ever-increasing control of nature, of
physical forces and conditions. The physical pains to
which we are heirs would be steadily diminished. The
capacity in men of discerning the path of duty, and
also the will to follow it, would be always improving.
In facing this inexorable choice which everyone
must make, whether consciously or otherwise, we can
each of us find in our own reason and experience sub-
stantial ground for deciding to base our lives on the
faith that right and wrong are valid distinctions of
infinite importance. It is, I submit; reasonable to

